Comments on Urban Design Protocol for Australian Cities

We at DPCD Urban Design applaud the initiative to raise the national profile of urban design and achieve agreement on base principles.
	The following comments represent the views of Urban Design Unit staff, rather than being an official view of the Victorian Government Dept. of Planning and Community Development
	Our comments relate to the overall structure of the draft with a view to improving its clarity and consistency, not ‘word smithing’.


It is important that the document quickly capture the attention of a political or public audience, therefore it should open with a ‘bang’.
	Define UD more succinctly and forcefully. For instance, put UD on the same firm level as traffic engineering, by claiming the ground of ‘managing the pedestrian experience’ (in the same way that traffic engineers ‘manage the vehicle experience’) 

This also avoids overloading the introduction with a list of all the different environments and scales at which UD works 
The Principles should go up front .The background and definitions can follow, almost as appendices 
	Avoid jargon in the main text, it should be immediately understandable to the lay public (and politicians)
	Strengthen the use of graphics and consider a style edit to ensure the document reads with one voice


Consolidate the Principles as a one-pager (manifesto style).
	As there is considerable overlap between the People Principles and the Place Principles, consider combining into a list of eight
	Whilst important, Governance Principles are quite different and could well be handled as a separate ‘process’ section.

Try to be as demanding as possible. Replace the general with the specific. For instance, ‘creates places that are enjoyable and easy to walk around’ might be strengthened to say ‘give priority to pedestrian and cyclist needs in all projects’

Outline now how the Protocol is intended to be carried forward
	To guide Federal Government funding?
	Its relationship to State policies (including Victoria’s UD Protocol)?
	Its role in public education / expounding the wider benefits of UD
	The Toolkit and Case Studies need to follow promptly


